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In 2021, the state of flux and fluidity that has come  

to characterize work and life in pandemic times  

continued. It soon became apparent that our 2020 

dreams of a short-lived, swiftly dispatched pandemic were 

not to be realized. Instead, it seemed that the global news 

cycle delivered blow after blow of bad news, with almost 

the same regularity as new Covid-19 variants arrived. 

Despite this – or perhaps because of it –  

2021 can be looked at as a year of resilience  

and agility. Around the world, markets, industries,  

and sectors rebounded or began to turn the corner. 

We adapted, we bedded down new skills.  

The following report provides a snapshot of  

economic and market indicators from around the 

world, with regional spotlights and local insights 

from our immense network of commercial real estate 

(CRE) professionals. The goal was to draw from real 

world experience, and to craft actionable insights for our 

partners and peers – all with a view to showcasing and 

sharing where the opportunities lie in 2022. 

May we all continue to survive and thrive 

through “unprecedented times”. 

JAY B. OLSHONSKY

-CEO & President, NAI Global

Introduction
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New York
City

Dana L. Moskowitz, Partner at NAI Resolution Real Estate Partners.

Deloitte’s 4th quarter update  however takes a more 
cautious view, arguing that the “increasing media 
focus on inflation is at odds with many economists’ 
view that inflation will subside next year”, and 
they’re signaling a keep-calm-and-watch approach. 

In Canada, inflation is expected to be reduced as 
supply chain and production “bottlenecks” clear up, 
says the OECD . Still the Royal Bank of Canada is 
forecasting GDP growth of 4.3% in 2022 and 2,6% 
in 2023, down from the 4.7% expected growth  
outcome of 2021 .

According to the OECD, real GDP for the United 
States is projected to grow by 5.6% in 2021 and 
3.7% in 2022 . This is off the back of considerable 
fiscal stimulus, as well as the rapid vaccination  
efforts – both of which boosted recovery in the 
economy. Additionally, the unemployment rate is 
declining. This together with rising wages is  
expected to boost consumption rates - within the 
context of controlled and limited inflation gains. 

One of the big news stories for the end of 2021  
was the US’s October 2021 Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) release which has generated reams of news 
coverage on inflation. 

North America

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT
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The biggest takeaway in 2021 was the resiliency of our city 

and region. NYC was one of the first cities to have a complete 

shutdown. We didn’t see a great deal of distressed assets and  

“fire sales”. What we did see was landlords, tenants, lenders and 

banks working together to get through the hard times. 

8,804,190 

$1.57 TRILLION

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

GDP PPP (2019, 
METRO AREA)

POPULATION (2020)
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Canada
REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT
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38,131,104

$1.979 TRILLION

ENGLISH & FRENCH

OTTAWA

ENGLISH & FRENCH

CAPITAL

LANGUAGE

GDP PPP (2021)

POPULATION (2021)

Now almost two years later, we’re seeing not only signs of life, 

but a real energy back in the city. 

Having said that, total flexibility in leases is a resultant trend. 

Tenants are coming back and signing new leases, but they require 

flexibility on terms, renewal options, sometimes termination options. 

I’ve seen “Covid language” or “state of emergency” language  

providing for rental abatement in case of some future shutdown.  

Companies are trying to figure out how to handle future growth, 

while confronting the hybrid work scenario. So they require  

flexibility too.

Another trend is a kind of battle for quality of life...  

NYC has always been such a fast-paced city, focused on the grind. 

While people miss their coworkers, collaboration and networking, 

they’ve realized they want dinner at home, and to not be commuting 

every day. Companies must find a model to keep talent happy  

and engaged. 

Supply chain issues and labor shortages are affecting  

construction prices and materials, and other things we took for 

granted before – like elevator parts and chips for lobby directory 

screens. These are oddities we’ve never encountered before.

Finally, restaurants are recovering now, but we are also  

seeing new concepts wanting to enter the NYC market  

because rents have come down from their height. There 

are brands and companies who were priced out now seeing  

opportunities to enter the market. 

1. https://www.oecd.org/economy/united-states-economic-snapshot/ 
2. https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/us-economic-forecast/united-states-outlook-analysis.html 
3. https://www.oecd.org/economy/canada-economic-snapshot/
4. https://thoughtleadership.rbc.com/the-great-canadian-restart-how-2022-can-spark-an-era-of-greener-more-robust-growth 



Retailers have faired better than anticipated in terms of the 

continued switch to online shopping; the re-invention of  

shopping malls leaves major retail landlords looking for ways to 

remain relevant to draw foot traffic and sales. Experiential retail and 

mixed-use retail developments are the trends, while retailers look  

to find a balance between just-in-time inventory and stock. 

Canada remains attractive for companies looking to expand 

their talent pool, with many firms from the United States 

growing in Canada. The reduced Canadian dollar, price for talent, 

and favorable immigration policy continue to drive tech companies 

and production companies to explore operations and expansion in 

Canadian cities. 
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Rob DesBrisay, Managing Partner, NAI Commercial, BC

The investment in and demand was higher than anticipated 

as investors competed for the stability and return that  

Canadian CRE offer. The demand saw cap rates remaining low in 

major urban centers, and many investors pursuing secondary and 

tertiary markets for a reasonable return. Investors have been forced 

to move faster to secure quality properties, allowing only short 

periods for due diligence. 

The return to offices was slower than expected in 2021,  

with most employers pushing for back-to-work with greater 

urgency in 2022. Thus, occupancy levels have remained low,  

but surprisingly vacancies have not escalated drastically as feared. 

One great surprise was how few tenants defaulted on leased but 

unoccupied premises. That said, new leases and renewals slowed 

overall, with many tenants opting to delay decisions on what a 

return-to-work premises may look like.

On the industrial front, demand remains at an all-time high, 

with vacancies rates dipping below 1% in various markets, 

while asking rents continue to escalate; Vancouver and  

Toronto are seeing the most significant escalations.  

An emerging trend is stratified industrial; Owner-users want control 

of their premises and overheads, and have driven the development 

of more stratified industrial close to major urban centers. Industrial 

development and the seeking of industrial properties for lease is the 

hottest item in Canadian CRE. Companies looking to expand are 

not used to the level of competition and the speed with which they 

need to commit to premises to secure them. With supply chains 

struggling, the demand for industrial warehousing has been pushed 

even higher as suppliers and retailers seek out properties to hold 

their inventory. 



GOVERNMENT SERVICES

The General Services Administration (GSA) had been reducing its 

office space footprint prior to the pandemic; however, this process 

has now been accelerated as the GSA and other government  

agencies embrace telework and look for alternative solutions to 

meet their real estate needs.  

GSA is now looking into coworking and continuing to use federally 

owned space in place of new leases, which will save taxpayers an 

estimated $2-4 billion. 

While GSA plans to further reduce their office space needs in the 

upcoming years, close to half of GSA’s leases are set to expire in 

the next five years, and we will see a great deal of activity in the 

government real estate market. 

During the pandemic, government leases have been particularly 

attractive to landlords, as they bring long-term and credit-worthy 

tenants during these times of uncertainty. 
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Insights and comments from NAI KLNB (Harry Dematatis and  

Kydin Nourazar).

Sector  
Highlights



HEALTHCARE

In addition to its pandemic resilience, healthcare real estate in the 

US is in a state of absorption and expansion, as networks and  

organizations battle it out to claim the best practices and locations. 

Medical office buildings (MOBs) have been incredibly stable 

throughout the pandemic with occupancy rates remaining 

unchanged and asking rates increasing. Their stability  

compared to other classes continues to draw interest of investors 

who see it as a “safe” investment. Fully leased MOBs with credit 

tenants are expected continue to trade at historically low cap rates 

in 2022. Large institutional owners have maintained their rentals, 

concession packages, and the like, while local landlords with mixed 

tenant profiles are more willing to offer competitive lease packages 

and incentives to attract and secure medical tenants. 

In terms of growth, a common theme is the addition of point-of-

access clinics, located within diverse communities, to drive patient 

growth while increasing local access. 

There is flux within the sphere. Independent specialty practices – 

regardless of size – are being absorbed by large systems.  

Other clinics are looking to break away. This creates extensive  

real estate disposition opportunities, and is also driving growth of  

affiliated medical insurance plans. Additionally, off-campus, 

multi-specialty clinics and ambulatory surgical centers are seeking 

strategic locations for expansion and geographic reach – more 

opportunities. The current and foreseeable climate is one of “war”, 

according to one commentator – as firms compete for market share 

and dominance. Medical REITs were busy in 2021, looking for  

product and paying big numbers. Construction costs also increased 

in 2021. Both of these trends are expected to hold steady in 2022.

The sector does face specific challenges though.  

Staffing shortages (including burnout of healthcare workers) will  

continue in 2022, resulting in pressure to both provide care and 

remain profitable. In addition, costs for care will outpace inflation, 

as the overwhelming demand requires additional expenses. 

Insights and comments from NAI Geis Realty Group (Dan Moller, 

Dana Wilber, Deidre Hardister, and Jim Eaton), NAI Ohio Equites (Matt 

Gregory), NAI Farbman (Jeff Cavazos), NAI CIR (Robin Zellers), and NAI 

Hiffman (Brian Edgerton).
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MULTIFAMILY

The multifamily sector continued its stellar performance in 

2021. In the US, vacancy rates were reduced to a record low in 

December 2021, and median asking rent growth soared to a  

record high (up 11% year-on-year), according to data from the 

National Association of Realtors. The super-competitive market for 

multifamily investments is likely to continue unabated throughout 

2022, with the sector enjoying favorable underlying fundamentals.  

A significant contributing factor is the median home sale 

price, which rose by 15% in 2021 to an all-time record of 

$361,200 nationally. This has meant many would-be homebuyers 

continue to rent, despite rising wages and availability of mortgage 

financing. The national multifamily occupancy rate of over 97% 

allowed owners to raise asking rents by nearly 20% in 2021. 

Inflationary pressures across the broader economy will  

continue to push market-rate rents higher in 2022. While rising 

interest rates may moderate the pace of growth, it will also push 

ownership costs higher, resulting in little change in overall demand 

for multifamily and corresponding occupancies. 

New construction has been constrained by Covid-19 and  

supply chain issues, with many scheduled new units delayed 

by 18-24 months. A such, new deliveries are unlikely to have  

material impact on the multifamily market until the second half of 

2023 or beyond.

Competition for multifamily product remains fierce  

with buyers willing to go to great lengths to differentiate  

themselves to win transactions. Multifamily transaction volume 

was over $200 billion in 2021 and is expected to exceed that in 

2022. Hard money on contract execution, willingness to incur the 

cost to decease debt, accelerate due diligence, and so on are all 

commonplace in the market.

Insights and comments from NAI Global (Arthur Milston)  

and NAI Spring (Dan Spring).
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Gary Swedback, CEO, NAI Mexico

In 2021, Mexico was NFL season tickets, a Premier League 

football match, the Met Gala, and a Formula1 race, all rolled 

into one. The sign said ‘sold out’ and yet global firms kept arriving 

to the standing room-only country, hoping for admission. Owners 

of industrial real estate across the country found themselves in the 

right place at the right time. Most major markets saw historically 

low vacancy rates ranging from .5% to 5%, as a result of strategic 

perspective shifts from global players. 

Mexico

Against this backdrop, the Latin American  
Economic Outlook 2021 (LEO) report positions  
the late and post-Covid context as “a unique  
opportunity to adopt a multi-dimensional strategy 
for development”, as well as implementing reforms, 
building on collaborative efforts and regional  
integration – all of which will underpin the  
region’s recovery.  

As with any regional block, Latin America’s  
prospects are varied. Some nations fared better 
than others, and for central American and “near-
shore” countries, there was growth to be found in 
the industries that feed into the US, which remained 
hungry for logistics, manufacturing, and labor.   

While the end-of-year figures are still incoming,  
Latin America’s GDP is expected to show a recovery 
of 6.3% in 2021, after 2020’s contraction of 6.8%. 
Deloitte’s analysts are predicting an expansion of 
3% in 2022  - a measure of relief for a region  
disproportionately affected by both the economic 
and human costs of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

According to analysis from the OECD , the  
pandemic exacerbated “deep development traps” 
in the Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC)  
region. These system issues include low  
productivity, institutional weakness, threats to  
environmental sustainability, and profound  
inequalities and social vulnerabilities. 

Latin America & The Caribbean

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT
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121,014,024

$2,715 TRILLION

SPANISH

MEXICO CITY
CAPITAL

LANGUAGE

GDP PPP (2020)

POPULATION (2020)
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Despite the pandemic and rising fuel costs, Mexico was 

almost perfectly positioned for a record spike in demand for 

industrial real estate. Some markets saw 40-100% increases 

in leasing while a lack of inventory required many global operators 

to delay expansion or new entry for 6-12 months. By Q3 2021, 

most industrial transactions were registered as new build-to-suit 

construction, to lease or own. This has required longer lease terms, 

averaging 7-10 years, at lease rates which escalated 10-20% during 

the last 18 months.

Medical, aerospace, and automotive sectors initially slowed 

during 2020, but rebounded by 2021, while logistics and 

fulfillment sharply escalated. Scores of new fulfillment operations 

expanded into Mexico, often leasing more than 100,000 square feet. 

These range from existing firms to new operators from US,  

Canada and Europe, as well as a large influx of Pacific Rim-based  

companies entering Mexico to avoid future tariffs and duties, and 

US firms reshoring from China.

Office and retail sectors have paralleled the US experience 

during the last 18 months. Construction has slowed, and land-

lords are working to retain tenants and rebalance their portfolios.

The unique selling point of Mexico continues: Labor rates are 

a fraction of the US market, real estate values and prices are still 

competitive, and the ability to ship overnight to US markets greatly 

enhances the competitive advantage. Global industrial operators  

will turn the corner on 2021 and continue the same pace into 2022,  

as strategic planners in board rooms in Asia, Europe and the US 

plan further record investment, and leverage Mexico’s continued 

strategic advantage as a major industrial platform for all of  

North America.
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5. https://www2.deloitte.com/za/en/insights/economy/americas/latin-america-economic-outlook.html 
6. https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/latin-american-economic-outlook-2021_5fedabe5-en 



South 
Korea

Off the back of the late-2021 Omicron variant news 
and spread, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
revised its economic growth outlook for developing 
Asian countries, with expectations dipping slightly  
to 7.0% for the final 2021 figure, and 5.3% in 2022. 

In terms of regional focus, the revised 2022 GDP 
growth outlook  for Central Asia is 4.4% - the only 
region where the revisions trended up. In East Asia 
5% is forecast, drawing from the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC) (the region’s largest economy) which 
is now forecasting 5.3% growth in 2022, down from 
the 2021 expected 8% figure.  

Meanwhile, Australian Treasurer Josh Frydenberg 
promised they would be raising their 2022 outlook  
in the coming weeks, with the figure to be included 
in the mid-year budget review out shortly.  

Similarly, Morgan Stanley Australia upgraded their 
2022 GDP forecast to 4.9% in 2022. The OECD is 
anticipating New Zealand to end 2021 on 4.7%,  
but slow to 3.9% in 2022 .

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT
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51,780,579

$2.209 TRILLION 

KOREAN

SEOUL
CAPITAL

LANGUAGE

GDP PPP (2020)

POPULATION (2020)
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Ray Cho, Managing Director, NAI Korea

South Korea’s GDP declined (-1%) in 2020, the first  

contraction for the country in 22 years. Unemployment also 

surged to 5.4% (in early 2021), with almost one million jobs lost 

since the pandemic began. The number of new Covid-19 cases 

fluctuated constantly, and the CRE retail and hospitality sectors 

were hard hit. 

Together with the decrease of CRE supply and transactions, 

the drop in occupancy for both retail and hospitality were 

early signs of the impact by the pandemic. But there was the 

significant rise in e-commerce and experiential retail, which boosted 

logistics in turn. Overall office transactions also fell in 2021, but the 

market is still active with domestic and foreign investors looking 

for high-quality assets in prime locations (like Gangnam) – and we 

expect interest to remain strong in 2022. 

South Korea showed clear signs of rapid recovery in 2021 

with the economy expanding 4% year-on-year in Q3 2021.  

As stated, the retail sector was strained as evidenced by many store 

closures across the country. Still, large international brands – such 

as Apple, Gucci, Dyson and H&M – have consistently opened new 

stores in the country.  

In the logistics market, boosted by the growing e-commerce 

economy, major logistics firms such as Mapletree, Nuveen 

and Hines have acquired huge assets in and around Seoul. 

Hines, for instance, announced in May 2021 that it was developing 

a 460,000 square foot, five-story logistics center in Seoul. 
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The main challenge was the decrease in both CRE supply and 

transactions overall. However, the decrease in CRE was not as 

rapid as that seen in residential, and it seems ready to bounce back 

in 2022. In fact, many investors in the residential market moved into 

the CRE market, and the increase in the transaction volume year-

on-year in the first half of 2021 indicates that the recovery phase  

is underway.

7. https://www.adb.org/outlook 
8. https://www.adb.org/news/adb-revises-developing-asia-growth-outlook-down-slightly-7-0-2021-5-3-2022 
9. https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/australia-raise-its-2022-economic-growth-forecast-treasurer-2021-12-05/ 
10. https://www.oecd.org/economy/new-zealand-economic-snapshot/ 



Germany

The European Commission reported in Q4 2021 
that the economy in the European Union (EU) is 
rebounding faster than expected from the pandemic 
recession, based on positive growth in the spring 
and summer. 

Despite what they term “mounting headwinds” the 
economy is projected to continue growing over the 
forecast horizon, achieving a growth rate of 5% 
in 2021, 4.3% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023. For the 
broader “euro area”, the projected growth rates 
match those of the EU in 2021 and 2022, but dip 
slightly to 2.4% in 2023  .

The rate of GDP growth in the second quarter of 
2021 – annualized to 14% – was the highest reading 
on record. The EU economy regained the pre- 
pandemic output level in the third quarter of 2021 
and moved from recovery into expansion. This out-
look is however dependent on the unfolding of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and if supply can rise to meet 
the rapid boost in demand as the economy reopens. 

The implications and applications of “Brexit”  
continue to be an evolving matter, but the economy 
of the United Kingdom is resilient, and the OECD  
expects it to hit its pre-covid levels by early 2022, 
with a moderate growth expectation of 4.7%  
predicted in 2022 . 

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT
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83,240,525 

$4.743 TRILLION

GERMAN

BERLIN
CAPITAL

LANGUAGE
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POPULATION (2020)
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11. https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5883
12. https://www.oecd.org/economy/united-kingdom-economic-snapshot/



Michael Riekert, Director of global real estate services, NAI Apollo

Germany consists of seven cities that dominate the nation’s 

real estate market. They provide the indicators of trends and show 

the impact of economic factors, such as the Covid-19 pandemic.  

The sectors hardest hit by the pandemic are definitely retail 

and office letting, as in many other countries. There are  

numerous retail and office occupants trying to exit leases because 

of flexible and remote work and retail footfall declines. 

Our own exposure to retail is limited, but for the retail sector 

itself, the pandemic was catastrophic. High street rents have 

dropped dramatically and there is lots of vacant space. This has 

been a boon to some, though, like food concept stores and beauty 

service providers who can afford to move back to the high street. 

Offices in Munich and Berlin are still highly sought after.  

The vacancy rates in those cities are sub-3%, but office letting in 

other cities suffered. Co-working, hot-desking, and shared offices 

were all pre-existing trends, but were accelerated by Covid-19  

and we expect this to continue in 2022 and beyond. 

The other side of this is that renters are looking for at-home 

office space, counting on hybrid work to continue in the 

future. Developers of new builds and multifamily will need to bear 

this in mind. 

Logistics and warehousing, on the other hand, are doing 

crazy business. We now see 7-8 Euro per square meter for these 

spaces. This creates a different kind of pressure for us as a small 

country with limited open land. 
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From a capital markets point of view, with a prime tenant  

in a warehouse on a 15-year lease contract, we are see  

multipliers of 30, and a yield of sub-3. We used to seeing these 

kinds of yield in offices, and these have switched. The pressure will 

only increase as ecommerce grows. 

The office market will always been an attractive market,  

but I believe they have had their best times. The same goes for 

retail, as people stay home and ‘click click buy’. The younger  

generation doesn’t require the same in-person retail experience. 

They are moving to do everything on their phones. If you want to 

make money, and you have a good connection with developers,  

the future is warehousing, logistics, and last mile provision.



So, from a covid perspective, it is recovering slower than a city that 

is more spread out, like Birmingham or Manchester. This has major 

implications for a change in the power dynamics of the country –  

the divides between London and other cities.

There are also some major rail infrastructure projects coming 

in – Crossrail and the other HS2 – both high speed lines, and 

this should introduce a lot more transience from businesses, 

freeing them from needing to go South to access talent.  

With that, it will be quite interesting to monitor in the coming months 

and years; Already the “second” or “third” cities are wrestling some 

power away from London as explored below. 

My biggest takeaway of 2021 was that the office sector is 

here to stay. Companies are looking at their portfolio through a 

different lens; They’re asking if they can rationalize their portfolio,  

but in a way that gives staff a better and more flexible working 

environment. A lot of businesses, including our clients, are moving 

towards a more hybrid way of working - and that’s here to stay. 

The boom in the life sciences sector is quickly becoming an  

established trend. It is now an asset class in its own rights here, 

whereas I believe it already was in the States. There is no supply 

of fit-for-purpose buildings across the UK, and there is a landlord 

base that is not particularly knowledgeable in delivering a laboratory 

space or a working environment for those types of businesses. 

Demand for TV and similar studio spaces is another  

nascent trend. We are seeing esports establishing themselves 

here, particularly in London. And they require bespoke buildings. 

They’re competing with the likes of Netflix who have taken a lot of 

space here recently. 

There is really no space for the above type businesses.  

Land in the South, where a lot of these businesses want to be,  

is the most valuable across the UK and globally. Rents are  

increasing in those spheres, and building can now be justified by  

developers and landlords. Investors are interested, but if we don’t 

get new buildings delivered, it is going to be a major hurdle to the  

life sciences sector in the UK.

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT

United
Kingdom

66.65 MILLION

$3.17 TRILLION

ENGLISH

LONDON
CAPITAL

LANGUAGE

GDP PPP (2020)

POPULATION (2019)

Matt Swash, Senior Director and Part Owner, NAI UK

The dynamics in the big six to eight cities in the UK –  

both office and industrial – are by no means homogenous.  

In the Southeast, there is a large base of blue chip and headquarter 

facilities. London was most affected and damaged by the  

pandemic. Everyone who works there has to get public transport;  

it is most dense in terms of population and buildings. 
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Saudi
Arabia

Waleed Murrawat, CEO Middle East | NAI Saudi Arabia

The outlook for 2022 also shifted to 4.1%, up from 
an estimate of 3.7% made in April 2021.  

In 2019, NAI Global officially announced the new 
Middle East presence with offices in Jeddah, 
Riyadh (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) and Dubai (UAE). 
Despite the complications of the Covid-19  
pandemic, the region has enjoyed early successes 
and landed major clients.

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT

34,813,867 

$1.677 TRILLION

ARABIC

RIYADH
CAPITAL

LANGUAGE

GDP PPP (2019)

POPULATION (2020)

Saudi Arabia is one of the largest oil exporters and the  

economy has traditionally been very oil-based, but the mix 

will be very different in the years to come. The region has a lot 

to offer, with state-of-the-art infrastructure. Planned new  

developments include a mixed-use hub in Medina offering shopping, 

dining, entertainment and hospitality venues, as well as a  

45,000 square meter park - to be completed by late 2023. 

In Q4 2021, The International Monetary Fund (MF) 
signaled its optimism for economic growth  
prospects in the Middle East and North Africa 
(MENA) region, both this year and in 2022.  
Its economic growth projection for MENA was 
revised upwards to 4.1% (2021), from a previous 
estimate of 4% . 

The buoyancy is based on rapid vaccine  
roll-outs in most of the region, as well as astute 
financial measures taken at the outset of the 
Covid-19  pandemic. 
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Hilton has branded a luxury 5* hotel within the scheme. IHG Hotels 

& Resorts is also opening new developments in Riyadh, Jeddah, 

Eastern Province, Abha, Hail, Qassim and Tabuk . 

New regulations have been passed allowing international 

investors to operate without a local partner. Many internationals 

are arriving with needs for retail, offices, and logistics spaces –  

the full offering for CRE.  

Saudi Arabia is also planning to build a car-less, zero-carbon 

smart city known as The Line as part of Neom, the futuristic 

economic zone set in the country’s northwest on the coasts 

of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aqaba. It is being funded by Saudi 

Arabia’s Public Investment Fund and is expected to add $48 billion  

a year to the Kingdom’s GDP by 2030.  

The biggest win of 2021 was being appointed by Amazon 

(in collaboration with another CRE player) to find properties 

for fulfilment and delivery centers. We’ve signed over 21,000 

square meters in various cities so far. We are in the final stages 

of contracting a further 13,000 square meters in Riyadh, with more 

to come. We also signed with one of the largest global banks –  

a new entry into Saudi Arabia – and other local players. 

We are witnessing the transformation locally. Society is 

changing. Women are being encouraged to drive; the cinemas are 

opening up. We’ve seen soccer matches, WWE, and Formula 1. 

These initiatives have marked Saudi Arabia as one of the  

undiscovered gems. 
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13. https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2021/10/19/imf-more-optimistic-on-middle-east-and-north-africa-growth
14. https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/su/d6qQmMP/MarketFactsTrends
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Country-specific differences notwithstanding, the  

emerging global economic picture for 2022 appears to be 

one of recovery and growth.  

Newly boosted CRE sectors such as warehousing and  

logistics are expected to maintain their dominance, where-

as the prospects for retail and hospitality remain subdued. 

The hugely anticipated “return to the office” continues  

to elude us, with countries shifting their advisories and  

regulations as new variants emerge. Workers and  

workplaces are focusing on hybridity and flexibility as  

mitigation factors, and the longer that remains, the harder 

it will be to return to “business as usual” in typical office 

spaces. We anticipate that this means reimagined rules 

and designs for workplaces.

A global focus on healthcare is unlikely to dissipate, and 

many countries are starting to see the same strong surge 

in healthcare-related real estate transactions that has been 

evidenced in the US of late.

For more local insights and economic analysis, download 

our most recent NAI Global Market Trends & Facts Report, 

or connect with us. 

Take Aways
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